BIKES

FORKS
The Master and Sport forks use light gauged tubing for increased strength and include chrome plated platforms that can be attached or removed simply. The Master, Sport and E.S.T. forks are all constructed of 4130 chromoly.

HARO FREESTYLE HANDLEBAR
The exclusive Haro handlebar that comes in the Master and Sport complete bike is now available separately. It is constructed of 4130 chromoly with a dropped 7-inch handle knurled circular for the smoothness of the rider. Colors are green, neon blue, white and chrome.

HARO FREESTYLE TIRE
The new FS 175 and FS 200 tires by Haro are designed for Freestyle and Street riding. Made by Michelin of France, they are featuring a unidirectional tread pattern and extra light construction. The aggressive block pattern and winter ridge design provides optimum traction and reduced rolling resistance. You won’t find any name in the tread pattern because we’re without effect performance. Available in black, white, green and blue.

HARO AXLE EXTENDERS
Bored new Haro aluminum axle extenders are the latest in propulsion hardware. Available for either 24, 26 or 29er wheels. Colors are blue, black and silver.

FST FRAMESET
The FST incorporates everything from freestyle to racing. It uses the extended two stages that join the top tube to make it standing room for tricks, yet the bike is still light enough for racing, and has a geometry for the track. So whether you freestyle or race, the FST fits you exactly.

MASTER FRAME & FORK
The Master frame is the original frame for serious freestyle with twin top tube construction that is proven best for any rider. High quality drop-out tubes incorporate the rear chain stays with the drop-out tubes. Make a perfect platform for all of your tricks. Braced on cable guides keep your brake cables out of the way. The rear fork is a chrome of honed tubing for strength and durability, with removable foot pegs and brake on cable guides to the backside of the fork. Both frame & fork are 100% 4130 chromoly. Framesets available in neon green, white and chrome.

SPORT FRAME & FORK
The Sport frame is one inch longer and has a slightly more knuckled head angle than the Master making it an excellent all-around Freestyle frame. The seat stops are extended forward to meet the top tube, making a platform for standing. The rear chainstays have been angled out and knurled to meet the tightened drop-out, making an ideal platform for any trick. The new Sport fork includes a set of removable foot pegs, and are made of honed tubing for strength and durability. Both the frame and fork have braided on cable guides. The Sport frame set is 100% 4130 chromoly. Available in neon blue, white, and chrome.
FST BIKE

The FST represents the bike is for freestyle, smart or slick riding, and is the first affordable freestyle bike. The short wheelbase and sub-6000 rpm head angle delivers quick, controlled performance. A Sport top Tube configuration, DiaCompe front and rear brakes, 4130 chromoly tubing, down tube guards, and heavily cranked 52 tooth drivetrain add up to freestyle; but the light UKI alloy rims, narrower tire, National/Versatec stem and overall fun handling make this a great street bike and, believe it or not, an acceptable racing bike. You can't afford to own a freestyle bike for less than this.

The FST comes in dayglow red, white and turquoise.

THE MASTER BIKE

The Master is our top of the line freestyle bike. New Stinger 3 piece carbon fiber handlebars, Babylee B-3 grips, Hooligan fork/seat post with Pucci bolts, M5S graphite seat and the pyrex Flower Tuff II wheels are all standard equipment. The brand new Halo 4130 alloy handlebars have a lowered knurled contact, making even the bar tricks easy. Components such as the DiaCompe front and rear brakes, Sport 4 leve, a new Saturator seat and the Halo chromoly seatpost make the Master the only freestyle bike you'll ever need.

THE SPORT BIKE

The Sport bike is one inch longer and has a slightly more angled head tube than the Master, making it a great all-around bike. The seat tubes are extended forward to join the single top tube, making a perfect standing zone. The chain stays have been lengthened out and braced to meet a new aggressive flat-out design, making an ideal platform for any maneuver. The new forks are keel-rayed for strength with removable pugs. The Stinger components are picked especially for freestyle. These components include SDK wheels, Stinger handlebars, Halo seatpost and DiaCompe FS800 front and rear brakes. With all these great components, the Sport can take you to new heights in freestyle.

Available in neon blue, white and chrome.
TECH SERIES GLOVES
The most technologically advanced and comfortable gloves on the market today are the new Tech Series Gloves made for Noma in France. These gloves are constructed with a realist foam back that is reinforced with a secure, firm base. The gloves feature a very strong, lightweight carbon fiber and superior natural lambskin leathers for amazing comfort. Sizes are small, medium and large. Sizes are also available in white, black and blue, with white, black and blue, and white, black and gray gloves.

HARD VENTED JERSEY
This is the first jersey to be made with terry cloth on the back. The jersey features a 100% cotton blend with three velcro covered shoulder pads, patterned against a white open mesh back. Woven spinning pad covers the shoulder on the last layer. Sizes are sizes small through sizes extra large. Five colors: black, white, grey, blue, red, and black (red, white, grey, blue, and black). Also available in black, grey, blue, red, and yellow.

HARD VENTED PANT
Hard Vented pants feature ventilation found in the other parts. Deluxe style pant features matching extended arm pads for the ultimate in interior protection. A new design, vented mesh pocket mesh pockets add to the obvious style and added freedom of movement and stability. Legs are reinforced with durable leather straps for added strength and new resistant. Hard pads on the shoes are the shoes. "Made in USA." Also available in white, extra durable, pockets, central pocket, central pocket.

HARO STANDARD PANT
Here Standard pants are constructed in a style and material. Only good gear for the gear of the gear. Freedom of movement and comfort. Legs are reinforced with durable straps and pockets in black and blue, and red, and blue for added protection. These are the best pants in the world. Pocket available in black, white, and blue. Also available in black, white, and blue. Sizes: 22 through 34.
HARO LEATHER GLOVES
The original 1981 gloves. These gloves are designed with high quality padding to stabilize hand positioning on the bars and an excellent fit. Breathable fabric provides comfort and will not slip to the hand. Sizes are available in small, medium, large, and extra large. Colors are available in black, white, red, and yellow.

TECH SERIES KNEE GUARD
These knee guards are made of two plastic pieces and a unique velcro closure. The knee pad is expandable to fit any leg size. The pad is fastened to the knee with velcro and is adjustable. The knee pad is designed to prevent injuries and is available in black or gray.

COTTON GLOVES
Cotton gloves are made of 100% cotton and are available in a variety of colors. They are comfortable and provide good grip. Sizes are available in small, medium, large, and extra large. Colors are available in red, blue, black, white, and yellow.

HARO PADS
HARO's superior quality padded pads are made of top quality materials. They are fastened with velcro and are adjustable. Sizes are available in small or medium. Colors are available in black, white, red, and yellow.

TECH SERIES ELBOW GUARD
Introducing the new Tech Series Elbow Guard made for Haro in England. The new design features lightweight molded polyurethane for maximum durability. Elastic straps and velcro closures are used to prevent the pads from sliding during movement. Available in colors red, black, white, and grey.

HARO HATS
The new Haro hat features a high-quality adjustable and close-fitting cap. The hat is made with cushioned nylon fabric and a hard shell. The hat is available in white, black, or red with a velcro strap for adjusting the size. Sizes are available in small, medium, and large. Colors are available in black, white, red, and yellow.
T-SHIRTS
Upright T-shirts designed by Bob Parz. Available in six new styles. All shirts constructed of a high quality cotton and some feature the latest trend in lettering and design, pull-over. The new designs are: Haro Robber, Whitey Hoag, Hara Samurai, Red, Club Motors and the Cartoon T-shirt. All shirts are available in sizes: medium through men's large. Boys' sizes available in white with Pull Filer rings in pull-over. Men's sizes small, medium and large. Three new embroidered sweatshirts in white with pull-over. Men's sizes small, medium and large.
Hara Designs is now the exclusive distributor for Motive apparel and accessories.

MOTIVES SHORTS
Longer style shorts by Motive constructed of a 70/30 blend, polyester/cotton/polyester in bright turquoise blue body and pastel color stripes on bottom of shorts. Side pockets only. Available in sizes: 28 through 38, even sizes.

HARO JACKET
The new Haro Lightweight mid-layer jacket constructed of nylon/cotton/polyester is perfect for those cool evenings. Available in saffron yellow with zipper front, side pockets, elastic waistband and detachable Haro Racing logo embroidered on sleeve. Sizes or casual wear. Available in sizes: small, medium and large.
CIRCUIT BOARD

Over a year in the making, the exquisite work of the art in northern pine design. A three-piece plate system that lets you choose between a white solid panel or a vented grid panel. The solid panel is approved for all race sanctioning bodies. Dirm panels attach with Velcro fasteners and the flame clips onto the molded snaps on the back of each panel. The flame's flexible straps wrap around the cradle and release to the back of the panel with four removable clips. The rear clips are also used to attach molded Hare Tech numbers to either panel.

SERIES 1B

Ready to race with Hareca. Patented, locating holes for the Hare Tech number system and vented lower panel approved by all sanctioning bodies. Six main color combinations with white center panel are available.

VISORS

Push or slide. Bold Hare graphics and quality construction. Introducing the new Hare Aero Visor. This unique design allows air to flow through the visor, decreasing wind resistance and a hot new look. Available in five color combinations.

NEON FLO PANEL

One of the best selling and best looking number plates, the Flo Panel just got better. We changed the color to ultra-bright neon green, blue, red and yellow. Also in white and black.
MOUTHGUARD  A mouthguard designed for BMX riders exclusively. Ergonomic styling with multiple slits for ventilation and filter from brass to keep cut out sharp. Slight firm reinforced straps hold it on and shield the protective frame away from your face. Five colors with contrasting foam and net string.

STADIUM NUMBERS AND TECH NUMBERS

ABA and NRR approved, highly visible adhesive stadium numbers are available in black with white trim or White with black trim. Tech numbers constructed of plastic are available in black with white trim and come with bullet clips for fastening to plane.

HARO PATCH

Look official with a patch by Haro available in cloth tennis net or vinyl (greenback). Five team colors available.

HARO FLIGHT BAG/ GEAR BAG/DAY PACK

Gear bags and flight bags are available in a blue dirt bike style pack cloth with ultra bold Haro graphics in grey. The flight bag fits a standard 70-cm bicycle for easy air transportation. Small end pocket fits peddles and any other parts which might come around and scratch your bike. Here gear bag is designed to hold all your racing products, hats, shoes, parts etc.

HARO DESIGNS, INC.
6066 CORTE DEL CEDRO
CARLSBAD, CA 92039
(010) 430-6812
TELEX 490 7798